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ABSTRACT

Western disturbances (WDs) are synoptic-scale cyclonic weather systems advected over Pakistan and northern

India by the subtropical westerly jet stream. There, they are responsible formost of thewinter precipitation, which

is crucial for agriculture of the rabi crop as well for as more extreme precipitation events, which can lead to local

flooding and avalanches. Despite their importance, there has not yet been an attempt to objectively determine the

fate of WDs in future climate GCMs. Here, a tracking algorithm is used to build up a catalog of WDs in both

CMIP5 historical and representative concentration pathway (RCP) experiments of the future. It is shown that in

business-as-usual (RCP8.5) future climate simulations, WD frequency falls by around 15% by the end of the

twenty-first century, with the largest relative changes coming in pre- and postmonsoonmonths.Meanwhile, mean

WD intensity will decrease, with central vorticity expected to become less cyclonic by about 12% over the same

period. Changes in WD frequency are attributed to the projected widening and weakening of the winter sub-

tropical jet as well as decreasing meridional wind shear and midtropospheric baroclinic vorticity tendency, which

also explain the changes in intensity. The impact of these changes on regional precipitation is explored. The

decline in WD frequency and intensity will cause a decrease in mean winter rainfall over Pakistan and northern

India amounting to about 15% of the mean—subject to the ability of the models to represent the responsible

processes. The effect on extreme precipitation events, however, remains unclear.

1. Introduction

Western disturbances1 (WDs) are synoptic-scale cy-

clonic circulations embedded in the subtropical westerly

jet that impact Pakistan and northern India, typically

during the winter. There, they are an important agent of

the hydrological cycle, being responsible for most non-

monsoonal precipitation (Dimri et al. 2015; Hunt et al.

2019). Their presence plays a crucial role in supporting

the rabi winter crop but is also responsible for occa-

sionally devastating precipitation, resulting in severe

floods and avalanches (Mooley 1957; Rangachary and

Bandyopadhyay 1987; Houze et al. 2011; Dimri et al.

2015; Houze et al. 2017; Hunt et al. 2018c). Quantifying

how changes to local and upstream dynamics and ther-

modynamics affects western disturbance behavior in fu-

ture climate scenarios is thus of paramount importance.

Several studies have attempted to infer whether a

trend in the frequency of winter western disturbances

already exists. Das et al. (2002) used weekly bulletins

from the IndiaMeteorological Department to compile a

database of pre-monsoon WD monthly frequenciesDenotes content that is immediately available upon publica-

tion as open access.
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from 1971 to 2000. They concluded that although all

threemonths examined [March–May (MAM)] showed a

decline in frequency the decline was only significant in

May. Shekhar et al. (2010) looked at archive data from

the Snow and Avalanche Study Establishment covering

1984–2008 and concluded that there was no significant

change in the annual or winter frequencies of WDs over

that period, although they noted a significant decline in

snowfall days. Kumar et al. (2015) looked at 40 years of

precipitation and reanalysis data over Himachal Pra-

desh for the period 1977–2007. They concluded that over

this period the region has experienced a significant de-

cline inWD frequency, total precipitation, and days with

heavy precipitation but no significant change in pre-

cipitation intensity.

These datasets are collated, along with winter

[December–March (DJFM)] WD counts from the

dataset of Hunt et al. (2018b), in Fig. 1. Those two with

significant trends (Das et al. 2002; Kumar et al. 2015)

present a decline of about 1% per year, and we also note

that the two winter-focused datasets (Kumar et al. 2015;

Hunt et al. 2018b) have a significant interannual corre-

lation coefficient of 0.6, despite the latter not sharing the

negative trend of the former.

Some authors have looked at synoptic variability in

the region through other methods, from which in-

ferences about WDs can be made. For example, it is

known that western disturbances are responsible for the

majority of winter precipitation over Pakistan and

northern India (e.g., Dimri et al. 2013; Dimri 2013), as

well as about 90% of extreme precipitation there (Hunt

et al. 2018c); it is therefore a reasonable assumption that

significant changes to rainfall or snowfall in this region

can be attributed to changes inWD behavior. Dimri and

Dash (2012) looked at observed climate trends in the

western Himalaya region and concluded that, as well as

increasing temperatures, there was a slight decline in

heavy precipitation days and consecutive wet days

(with a corresponding increase for dry days) but noted

that these trends were slight and were spatially in-

coherent. In contrast, slightly to the southwest, Archer

and Fowler (2004) found no significant trend in seasonal

or annual precipitation over the previous century in the

northern Indus basin. Madhura et al. (2015) attempted

to identify WDs using an empirical orthogonal function

technique with December–April 500-hPa geopotential

height data and concluded that WD frequency was in-

creasing. Krishnan et al. (2019) used the variance of

bandpassed 200-hPa geopotential as a proxy for WD

activity; they found a significant positive trend in both

reanalysis data and an RCP4.5 regional climate pro-

jection. Both Madhura et al. (2015) and Krishnan et al.

(2019) attributed the increase to anomalous heating of

the Tibetan Plateau modulating the local temperature

gradient and thence circulation.

Very little work has so far tried to quantify future

behavior of western disturbances using GCMs. Hunt

et al. (2019) showed that historical simulations in CMIP5

GCMs generally represented the structure well, while

overestimating the frequency and intensity. Ridley et al.

(2013) used a weather regime clustering technique with

a regional climate model to argue that western distur-

bances and associated snowfall may increase in the fu-

ture; however, their result was sensitive to the GCM

used to force the boundaries of their RCM, their domain

included the Tibetan Plateau and they did not separate

the potential effects of Tibetan Plateau vortices (e.g.,

Curio et al. 2019; Hunt et al. 2018a) fromWDs. In amore

general way, Chang et al. (2012) used 24-h bandpass-

filtered meridional wind variance as a proxy for synoptic

activity. They found that storm tracks in both hemispheres

at 300hPa tended to shift poleward and upward in the

CMIP5 RCP8.5 scenario. This is true too of extratropical

cyclones (Catto et al. 2011). Such a result suggests thatWD

frequency would fall in the coming century.

It is clear, therefore, that any significant changes to the

frequency of WDs, intensity of WDs, or moisture flux

associated with WDs will affect both the region’s pre-

cipitation climatology and extremes. If the observa-

tional hint that WDs are declining continues into the

future, then there will be competing effects modulating

the associated precipitation as more moisture becomes

available in the warmer atmosphere, but fewer synoptic

systems are available to use it. Choi et al. (2009) found

FIG. 1. Comparison of published recent winter and premonsoon

western disturbance frequency datasets, with the seasons for which

they are valid (NDJFMA indicates November–April). To account

for different means, each dataset is presented as a fractional

anomaly relative to its own mean.
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that the mean winter precipitation over Pakistan in-

creased in the period 1955–2007 but that the rate of in-

crease, 2.5mm per season per decade, was insignificant.

Klein Tank et al. (2006) showed that trends in annual

maximum pentad precipitation were variable in sign and

significance across South Asia for the period 1961–2000

but noted significant positive trends over northern

Pakistan and northwestern India. Palazzi et al. (2013)

performed an extensive analysis of precipitation trends

in observational datasets over both the Himalaya and

Hindu Kush Karakoram (HKK) regions. Among the

five long-term datasets, three recorded a significant

trend over the winter [December–April (DJFMA)]

Himalaya (two negative and one positive) and none had

significant trends over the HKK. Extending this, Palazzi

et al. (2015) looked at two datasets (CRU and GPCC)

with 100-yr extents. They found that over the winter

Himalaya GPCC recorded a significant negative trend

and that there was no significant trend in CRU; con-

versely for the winter HKK, CRU recorded a significant

positive trend whereas GPCC had no significant trend.

They further found that there was no significant pro-

jected trend over the Himalaya in the CMIP5 RCP8.5

multimodel mean (MMM) but noted that a significant

negative trend was present over the HKK—the latter

increasing significantly among the subset of models with

the best representation of precipitation in the region.

So, what effects will future climate change have on

western disturbances? How will their frequency, in-

tensity, and impacts change? In this study, we trackWDs

in all four RCP future scenarios of the CMIP5 multi-

model database, and examine any trends in the occur-

rence frequency and intensity. We then explore possible

causes and consequences of these trends, subject to the

caveat that evaluation of precipitation in CMIP5 models

assumes that the responsible mechanisms are correctly

simulated in the first place, and that these do not change

hugely in future thermodynamic environments. In sec-

tion 2, we outline the data and methodologies used in

this study. Then, in section 3a we look at changes toWD

activity in the coming century, including at a seasonal

level, and in sections 3b and 3c we explore how features

of WD structure and tracks change, respectively. We

attempt to explain these trends in the context of a

changing subtropical atmosphere in section 3d before

looking at the impacts on winter precipitation in the

region in section 3e.

2. Methods and data

a. CMIP5 models

For this study, the 24 freely accessible CMIP5 models

(Taylor et al. 2012) for which 6-hourly pressure level

wind data were available were used.Where possible, the

r1i1p1 ensemble member was chosen as the represen-

tative of each model. The exception was EC-EARTH,

for which, for reasons of data availability, member

r9i1p1 was used. Although many models have historical

runs extending from 1850 to 2005, we have chosen to use

only the period for which all models have available data,

that is, 1950–2005. For the RCP experiments, we use

data for the period 2005–2100. The historical experi-

ments of all models used here are forced with observed

natural and anthropogenic contributions. The four RCP

experiments correspond to effective net changes in ra-

diative forcing in 2100 of 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5Wm22,

equivalent to roughly 490, 650, 850, and 1370ppmCO2

respectively (van Vuuren et al. 2011). Previous work

(Hunt et al. 2019) has assessed the suitability of CMIP5

models for studying WD activity.

b. ERA-Interim

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim;

Dee et al. 2011) outputs data on 6-hourly time steps over

37 pressure levels (cf. 60 model levels), of which 27 are

between 1000 and 100hPa. It has a spatial resolution of

T255, corresponding to approximately 80 km at the

equator, and spans from 1979 to the present day. Data

from ships, buoys, satellites, and radiosondes are as-

similated. A full catalog of WD tracks in ERA-Interim

has already been produced (Hunt et al. 2018b) and is

freely available online (http://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/

uuid/f66c26bcf7684ed29d14a88825884a19). In this study,

we will compare some features of ERA-Interim WDs

with those tracked in historical and RCP experiments of

the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble.

c. Tracking western disturbances

Objective feature tracking provides a more robust

tool for assessing the statistics of cyclones than the use of

proxies such as surface impacts and variance analysis.

Such proxies have been used for investigating the co-

variance of WDs and climate (e.g., Dimri and Dash

2012; Ridley et al. 2013) but typically rely on assump-

tions that do not necessarily hold in a changing climate,

such as unchanging large-scale dynamics and pre-

cipitation mechanisms. It has recently become more

common to perform such synoptic analyses with track-

ing data (e.g., Cannon et al. 2016). However, this method

is sensitive to the resolution of the models; even with

appropriate preprocessing, many processes respond to

the simulated orography and depend on the underlying

grid scale.

In this study, wewill adopt the algorithm used byHunt

et al. (2019) to gauge the representation of WDs in
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CMIP5 GCMs (see section 2a). A summary of the steps

of that algorithm follows, although the reader is en-

couraged to refer to that paper for a more detailed

description.

1) Spectrally truncate the 500-hPa relative vorticity

field at T63 (;200 km at the equator). This trunca-

tionmitigates some of the effects of model resolution

while providing a common analysis grid.

2) Isolate areas of positive vorticity and locate their

centroids; note that centroids are not necessarily

collocated with local maxima. A neighborhood filter

is used to ensure that a feature with multiple peaks is

not overcounted.

3) Features appearing in consecutive time steps are

connected using a k-d-tree nearest-neighbor algo-

rithm incorporating background wind speed, subject

to constraints on propagation speed and track

smoothness.

4) Tracks that are shorter than 2 days in duration,

terminate west of their genesis, or do not pass

through the box defined by 208–36.58N, 608–808E
(i.e., the region of interest) are removed.

Track data generated fromCMIP5model output for this

study are available online (https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/

uuid/b1f266c25cf2445f8b87d874f6ac830a).

d. Fitting and application of the generalized extreme
value distribution

When we come to investigate the relationship be-

tween future WDs and future extreme precipitation, we

will need a robust statistical framework with which

to explore the latter. To do this, we will use return pe-

riods of (winter) annual maximal precipitation, which

according to the Fisher–Tippett–Gnedenko theorem

(Gnedenko 1948; McFadden 1978) are asymptotically

described by the generalized extreme value distribution

(GEV). The form of the probability density function g

over the normalized variable z 5 (x 2 m)/s is

g(z; j,s)5
(11 jz)2(111/j)

s
exp[2(jz1 1)21/j] , (1)

where j is known as the shape parameter and is de-

pendent on the underlying distribution from which the

extrema are selected. As j / 0,

g(z; j/ 0,s)5
e2z

s
exp(2e2z) . (2)

Fitting our annual maxima to this distribution allows us

to more robustly compute return periods for a given

value rather than inferring it from the raw data them-

selves. There is a further computational advantage: the

quantile function Q has a closed form. Integrating Eqs.

(1) and (2) and inverting the result give

Q(p; j,s,m)5m1

(
sf[2log(p)]2j 2 1g /j j. 0

2slog[2log(p)] j5 0
. (3)

There is no closed form for j , 0, but these represent a

class of left-tailed distributions that we will not en-

counter. Distributions are fit to relevant data using the

standard mean-square error method.

3. Results

In this section, we explore the trends of western dis-

turbances in future climate scenarios. In particular,

those of frequency (section 3a), track statistics (section

3c), and structure (section 3b).We then look at potential

causes and impacts of these changes in sections 3d and

3e respectively.

a. Trends in frequency

Figure 2 shows the annual multimodel mean (and

interquartile range) western disturbance frequency for

the historical, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5 experiments. Vari-

ability is fairly small over the historical period, although

a slight negative trend exists from 1970 onward and the

intermodel variance is comparable in magnitude to the

interannual variance in ERA-Interim. It will have not

escaped the reader’s attention that there is an apparent

oscillation in the ERA-Interim annual frequencies;

some of this autocorrelation is due to the smoothing, but a

decadal-scale signal persists.

The two future climate scenarios, RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5, forecast a significant decline in WDs over the

twenty-first century, both in the multimodel mean and

the model interquartile range. By 2100, the projected

declines in annual WD frequency for RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5 are 6 and 9 yr21 respectively. These represent

declines of 11% and 17% against the baseline (1980–

2005) CMIP5MMMannual frequency of 53 yr21. Of the

21 models used here, all indicate reducedWD activity in

the last 20 yr of the twenty-first century relative to the

last 20 yr of the twentieth century in the RCP8.5 sce-

nario (smallest: 23.5 yr21 for GFDL-ESM2M; largest:

213.7 yr21 for HadGEM2-ES); the same is true for all

bar one in the RCP4.5 scenario (0.37 yr21 for CNRM-

CM5; cf. largest decline:210.1 yr21 for HadGEM2-ES).

This analysis was also extended to the RCP2.6 and

RCP6.0 scenarios, for which fewer models have avail-

able output and which have been omitted from Fig. 2 for

the sake of clarity. Both had trends in the MMM annual

frequency that were negative and significantly different

from zero: RCP2.6 with a WD frequency sensitivity that
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is less than that of RCP4.5, andRCP6.0 with a sensitivity

between those of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

So, we have seen how yearly WD frequency is ex-

pected to fall over the coming century–but how is this

shift distributed as a function of the annual cycle? This is

an important consideration given the differing ways in

which WDs organize and precipitate moisture at dif-

ferent times of the year (e.g., Dimri et al. 2013; Kotal

et al. 2014; Hunt et al. 2018c): moisture in the summer is

provided almost exclusively by monsoonal southwest-

erlies and southeasterlies; whereas for the winter,

authors have suggested a range of sources including the

Atlantic Ocean (Dimri et al. 2015), the Mediterranean

Sea (Karim and Veizer 2002; Dimri et al. 2015), and the

Arabian Sea (Hatwar et al. 2005; Krishan et al. 2012).

Figure 3 shows the relative and absolute changes in

RCP8.5 WD frequency between the ends of the twen-

tieth and twenty-first centuries, separated by month. In

the case of relative change, this is given as an intermodel

violin plot for each month, with the mean indicated.

There are a number of general features to note: for

each month (except November), at least one model

FIG. 2. CMIP5 multimodel mean western disturbance frequencies by year: historical

(black), RCP4.5 (green), and RCP8.5 (red). For comparison, ERA-Interim counts are given

as blue plus signs. All data are smoothed with a 5-yr running mean and are shown as

anomalies relative to a 1980–2000 baseline, computed for each model. Color-shaded regions

indicate the intermodel interquartile ranges.

FIG. 3. Trends in WD frequency by month, computed using 2075–2100 RCP8.5 data with a

1980–2005 historical baseline. Blue violin plots indicate relative change as an intermodel

distribution, with the minimum, mean, and maximum indicated; the orange line indicates the

absolute changes (month21). In the right-hand partition, the annual mean is given. Multi-

model mean monthly frequencies for the 1980–2005 baseline are given by black times signs.

The widths of individual violins are Gaussian kernel estimates for the probability density

functions of the respective distributions.
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forecasts a relative increase in WD frequency, although

all months have a mean projected decline. The un-

certainty in this decline reaches a marked peak over the

summer months (from June to August), where the

forecast change ranges from a 75% increase to an 80%

decrease; clearly we cannot make any robust assertions

about the future of summer WDs.

This uncertainty is not present outside of the summer

monsoon, however. From September toMay, all months

show distributions of relative change with means that

are significantly less than zero.

b. Changes to western disturbance structure

1) MIDTROPOSPHERIC VORTICITY

As the environment in which WDs exist changes, it is

probable that their structure will respond—constraining

such changes will improve understanding of potential

impacts. One useful indicator of this structure is the

midtropospheric relative vorticity, which is shown as a

system-centered horizontal composite in Fig. 4 for

winter (DJFM) western disturbances. These composites

are constructed by centralizing the vorticity field about

the tracked WD center (i.e., at 08, 08) for each time step,

although no rotation is carried out. Data are only com-

posited forWDs inside the domain 208–36.58N, 608–808E
(see section 2c).

Figure 4a shows the system-centered composite 500-

hPa CMIP5multimodel mean relative vorticity forWDs

for the baseline period, 1980–2005. It has an elliptical

footprint, with semimajor axis parallel to the jet, and a

radius of approximately 400km. Note that the vorticity

maximum is not necessarily located at the center, be-

causeWDs are tracked by their centroid (see section 2c).

Figure 4b shows the difference in CMIP5 MMM com-

posite vorticity between the end of the twenty-first

(RCP8.5) and twentieth (historical) centuries. All models

agree that the relative vorticity will decrease, with a mean

drop of about 10%. This is accompanied by a decrease in

the meridional gradient of relative vorticity south of the

WD, which is evidence—when one notes the relative in-

crease in vorticity south of the WD—that the subtropical

jet is weakening at this altitude. Figure 4c shows the re-

sponse of mean WD intensity (defined as the maximum

vorticity at each time step) across models. All models

agree in a reduction of WD intensity, and closely adhere

to a linear regression that indicates the relative drop in

intensity will be about 12.5%.

2) WESTERN DISTURBANCE LIFE CYCLE

Western disturbances interact strongly with the sub-

tropical jet over much of their lifetime; thus, as we ex-

pect the latter to respond to a changing climate, a life

cycle analysis of the former might shed light on their

changing behavior over South Asia. It is important to

note before continuing that upstream midtropospheric

baroclinicity (specifically the baroclinic term in the

vorticity tendency equation), an important precursor for

western disturbances, suffers a positive bias on the order

of 15% in CMIP5 models (Hunt et al. 2019). Thus any

serious direct analysis of changes to WD genesis is

challenging, and we do not attempt it here.

FIG. 4. System-centered composite structure of 500-hPa relative vorticity in winter western disturbances over Pakistan and northern

India for (a) CMIP5 multimodel mean (historical; 1980–2005) and (b) CMIP5 multimodel mean [RCP8.5 (2075–2100) minus historical

(1980–2005)], stippled where change is very likely (i.e., 90% of the models agree on the sign change). Also shown is (c) how the meanWD

vorticity changes against the present-day climatology on a model-by-model basis, with the mean of each model given by a green marker;

the value for ERA-I over the historical period is given by the vertical red line.
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To perform the lifetime analysis, we interpolate var-

iables associated with WDs (e.g., longitude, vorticity)

onto a lifetime axis (i.e., 0 for genesis, 1 for lysis). The

results are given in Fig. 5.

We know already from Fig. 4 that the mean central

vorticity associated with western disturbances is likely to

decrease over the coming century, but it is not clear what

causes this difference. Figure 5a shows how that change

is distributed over the eastward travel of the system.2 All

threemean paths indicate peakmidtropospheric vorticity

is achieved at roughly the same longitude, ;608E (west-

ern Afghanistan), before weakening on the approach to

India (whose western frontier is at about 708E). The re-

gions of positive gradient (i.e., vortex growth) are collo-

cated with the areas of high mid- and upper-tropospheric

baroclinicity identified as precursors inHunt et al. (2019).

Also evident is a shortening of the track: future WDs

have amore eastward genesis andmore westward lysis on

average than those in the current climate; this will be

discussed in more detail in section 3c.

This shorter track may result in disturbances with

shorter duration; we can test this by exploring how WD

propagation speed changes in Fig. 5b. Both the historical

and RCP8.5 multimodel mean disturbances move at

about 14ms21 after genesis, slowing to about 11ms21

on approach to the subcontinent. The difference be-

tween the two means is small relative to the multimodel

spread and is not significantly different from zero ac-

cording to a t test.

So we see that in the selected future period, as the

mean genesis point of WDs drifts eastward, the WDs

have a shorter time in which to spin up (doing so at a

slower but comparable rate) and thus do not have the

opportunity to become as intense by the time they reach

India; the difference in vorticity at 708E amounts to a

little over 10%.

c. Trends in track features

After changes to system frequency and intensity,

shifting track locations are arguably the change with the

most potential impact. Since midlatitude jets are ex-

pected to move poleward (Seidel et al. 2008; Harvey

et al. 2014) and become wider with greater meridional

variability (Barnes and Polvani 2013), we would expect

WDs (embedded within) to respond in a similar fashion.

A sufficiently large northward shift in their tracks would

at least partially explain the expected reduction in fre-

quency seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 6 assesses how the CMIP5 multimodel mean

WD track changes between the periods 1980–2005

(historical) and 2075–2100 (RCP8.5). We note that both

the CMIP5-derived tracks follow each other closely, and

are similar in shape, length, and location to the ERA-

Interim mean. There are some differences between

them, however. First, the mean track shortens in the

future climate: all models agree that the genesis point

will move eastward, and all bar two agree that the lysis

point will move westward. There is a caveat here:

tracking in CMIP5 is constrained by data availability

FIG. 5. Characteristics of western disturbances over their lifetime for ERA-I (green), CMIP5MMMhistorical (blue), andCMIP5MMM

RCP8.5 (red). Circles mark the mean path geneses, and individual models are denoted by the thinner lines. Indicated as functions of

longitude are (a) 500-hPa T63 relative vorticity (1025 s21) and (b) propagation speed (m s21). Longitudinal extents of countries of interest

are marked.

2 For a discussion on the differences between ERA-I and CMIP5

WDs, see Hunt et al. (2019).
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and must be performed at 500 hPa (cf. typical WD max

vorticity at 350 hPa), which results in shorter tracks even

with feature-based (as opposed to threshold-based)

criteria (Hunt et al. 2019). Thus these points are better

interpreted as stages of vortex deepening/shallowing

than actual initialization/dissipation. Second, there is a

northward shift of the mean track which starts (in the

west) as slightly less than a degree of latitude, falling

thereafter. To determine whether this difference is sta-

tistically significant, we compute the mean latitude for

each model for all longitudes, then apply a Kolmogorov–

Smirnov test to the two (historical and RCP8.5) distri-

butions at each longitude. The two differ significantly at a

90% confidence interval from genesis until 578E.
It appears, therefore, that by the time WDs impinge

on theHindu-Kush orKarakoram, any locational effects

from changes to the subtropical jet in the future will be

negligible when compared with the present day. Instead,

we have seen that if a change in mean WD track is to

have future impact, it is likely to be because of less deep

penetration into the Himalayan foothills. Still, we must

take these results with caution: if tracks moved appre-

ciably north, the WDs would be more likely to dissipate

over the Hindu Kush, or be diverted to the north of the

Karakoram altogether; either would result in them not

being cataloged and they would thus not count toward

the mean track discussed here.

d. Changes to the western disturbance environment

Given the important role of the subtropical jet in

nurturing and transporting western disturbances, it be-

hooves us to explore how the variability of the former

will impact the latter in a changing climate.

Figure 7 shows how the central Asian part of the

subtropical westerly jet changes in the CMIP5 RCP8.5

multimodel ensemble future climate scenario. The ver-

tical resolution of CMIP5 output on monthly time scales

is sufficient to allow us to inspect changes in the vertical

structure of the jet, as shown in Fig. 7. Here, we

construct a composite that centers the jet axis at 08N
relative latitude, and then take the zonal mean over 608–
858E. In Fig. 7, the leftmost panel indicates multimodel

mean absolute zonal wind speed (for the last 25 years of

the historical experiments); the others are shown as

differences to this, with the magenta cross indicating the

mean relative location of a WD vortical maximum

(should one exist), derived from the reanalysis-based

structural composites of Hunt et al. (2018b). The com-

posite cross sections are presented north–south, as

though one is looking ‘‘down’’ the jet from upstream.

The largest change that develops is the marked in-

crease in zonal wind above the jet; this actually causes a

slight strengthening of the core as well as a small in-

crease in its altitude. Of far more importance for WDs,

however, is the change happening in the midtropo-

sphere. Here, underneath the jet core, there is a drop in

zonal wind speed amounting to around 2.5m s21; this

stands in contrast to an increase in the zonal wind speed

occurring in the flanks. Both of these changes are sig-

nificant, and the result is that, at the altitude at which

WDs are usually centered (350hPa), the meridional

wind shear is predicted to fall by about 0.25m s21 per

degree in this region, amounting to about one-quarter of

the current climatological value.

Let us tether these results to previous work. The lo-

cation of the subtropical westerly jet (Hunt et al. 2018b)

and upstream midtropospheric baroclinic vorticity ten-

dency (Hunt et al. 2019, 2018a) have been shown to be

important precursors for WD frequency over Pakistan

and northern India. A good proxy for jet location is

defined as in Schiemann et al. (2009):

p(jet)5

�
1 u. 0 and juj. 30 m s21

0 otherwise
, (4)

where p(jet) can be interpreted as the probability that

the jet is at a certain location. This metric helps to

FIG. 6. Multimodel mean tracks of western disturbances in CMIP5 models: historical (1980–2005) is given in blue, RCP8.5 (2075–2100) is

given in red, and ERA-Interim (1979–2015) is given in yellow for comparison.
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remove climatological effects of WDs from the larger

scale as their impact on 200-hPa zonal winds is com-

paratively slight, which in turns helps us avoid circular

arguments over cause and effect later. In Fig. 8a, we

compute this on daily 200-hPa data, taking the differ-

ence of the 2075–2100 RCP8.5 and 1980–2005 historical

DJFM multimodel means. In these selected future

winters, the jet is (5%) less likely to be found over North

Africa and the Arabian Peninsula, instead residing far-

ther north. So, with the winter subtropical jet occasion-

ally found farther north, fractionally more disturbances

will become too far north to have substantial impact on

India and Pakistan.

The baroclinic vorticity tendency term is proportional

to the angle between the isopycnal and isobaric surfaces.

It is a useful predictor of WD activity, and months with

high 500-hPa baroclinic vorticity tendency over the

Arabian Peninsula and North Africa produce months

with increased WD activity in both reanalyses and

CMIP5 models (Hunt et al. 2019). Thus, if there were

significant changes to its climatology, we would be

able to partially explain the projected decline in WD

FIG. 7. Changes to winter (DJFM) jet structure and variability in the twenty-first century according to the CMIP5 RCP8.5 multimodel

ensemble: meridional–vertical jet-centered composite cross sections of zonal wind computed over 608–858E, given as absolute values for

the baseline period, and anomalies to that for the remaining four, stippled where two-thirds of models agree on the sign of this change (i.e.,

where change is likely). The mean vortical center of WDs relative to the jet core, computed with ERA-Interim, is marked by a magenta

plus sign. Note that the latitudinal axis indicates position relative to the center of the jet core.

FIG. 8. CMIP5DJFMMMMdifference in (a) p(jet) and (b) 500-hPa baroclinic angle betweenRCP8.5 2075–2100

and historical 1980–2005. Stippling indicates that the gradient of a linear regression is significantly different from

zero at the 90% confidence level in at least one-half of the models. The p(jet), defined in Eq. (4), is the mean

probability that the jet will be found at a particular location.
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frequency. As mentioned previously, interpretation of

these results should bear in mind that there is a ;15%

bias in the climatology of this field. The difference is

computed as above, except at 500 hPa, and is shown in

Fig. 8b. Here, there is a significant reduction in a wide

band across North Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and

central/northern India. This will act to reduce both the

frequency and intensity ofWDs: weak perturbations will

not be spun up sufficiently, and existing disturbances will

not intensify as much. Combined, these go some way to

explaining the changing behavior of western distur-

bances discussed so far.

e. Precipitation

We have seen (Figs. 2 and 3) that a robust decline in

western disturbance frequency is to be expected across

all future climate scenarios, with greatest impact in the

winter months. We can see (Fig. 9a) that winter pre-

cipitation in northern India and Pakistan is projected to

decrease over the coming century, and note that this is

likely due to the falling WD activity since they are re-

sponsible for the majority of winter precipitation in this

region (Fig. 13 of Hunt et al. 2019). We do not know,

however, how this is likely to affect extreme pre-

cipitation in the region. On one hand, WDs are causally

linked to extreme precipitation events that occur over

Pakistan and northern India, being nearby in 85%–90%

of such cases (Hunt et al. 2018b) and thus one would

expect extreme events to decrease in frequency just as

their progenitors do; on the other hand, increased

moisture availability is expected to lead to increases in

extreme precipitation events both globally (Kharin et al.

2013) and regionally (Scoccimarro et al. 2013).

Before continuing, we must make an assessment of

the ability of global climate models to represent pre-

cipitation in this region. Palazzi et al. (2015) showed that

most CMIP5 models demonstrated a winter wet bias in

the Hindu Kush Karakoram, but noted that this was

potentially exaggerated by poor-quality observations of

precipitation (particularly snowfall) over the orography.

Terzago et al. (2014) found that the spatial distribution

of snow in the HKK was generally consistent with ob-

servations but substantially improved with model reso-

lution; similarly, Ul Hasson et al. (2016) noted that

winter precipitation had a good spatial representation,

but also found [in agreement with Palazzi et al. (2015)]

that some models had a very poor representation of the

seasonal cycle. Bearing this in mind, and noting that no

work has yet provided a complete assessment on how

well the precipitation processes themselves are simu-

lated in these models, we must be wary of the limitations

present in the following analysis.

An initial, crude way to explore this question is to

explore how the winter annual maximum changes.

Figure 9b compares how this changes across South Asia

from the end of the twentieth century (CMIP5 historical,

1980–2005) to the end of the twenty-first (CMIP5

RCP8.5, 2075–2100). There are marked and significant

increases in the winter precipitation maxima over the

western Arabian Sea, as well as over the Tibetan Pla-

teau, and conversely a significant decrease over the Bay

of Bengal. There is, however, no clear signal in our re-

gion of interest: some apparent weakening of the max-

ima at the foothills of the Himalayas and some slight

strengthening over Punjab are surrounded by a weak

and spatially incoherent signal that the models cannot

agree on.

We have seen that mean winter precipitation is ex-

pected to fall by around 20%–30% in Pakistan and

northern India (Fig. 9a) by the end of the twenty-first

century compared with the beginning in the RCP8.5

multimodel ensemble. We have also seen (Fig. 9b) that

FIG. 9. CMIP5 MMM fractional change to DJFM seasonal (a) mean precipitation and (b) maximum daily

precipitation from 1980–2005 (historical) to 2075–2100 (RCP8.5). Stippling indicates wheremore than two-thirds of

the models agree on the sign of the change.
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the relationships between climate change and trends

in annual maxima are more complex, but still suggest

that parts of Gujarat and Kashmir will experience

an increase of 10%–20% in seasonal maximum

precipitation.

What, then, is the contribution of western distur-

bances to these changes? Previous work has shown that

irrespective of regional biases in precipitation or

western disturbance frequency/intensity, the climato-

logical fraction of precipitation for which WDs are

responsible is well represented in CMIP5 models

(Fig. 13 of Hunt et al. 2019). Using the information and

method presented there, we define a ‘‘high risk’’ region

that approximates the 60% attribution isoline, a do-

main bounded by the lines 22.58N, 358N, 608E, and

808E. Therein, any precipitation at a pixel recorded

on a day in which a WD passes within 800km is naïvely
attributed to that disturbance. Figure 10 bins these at-

tributed precipitation values on a model-by-model

basis, displaying the base-10 logarithm of the ratio

of the intensity histograms for 2075–2100 (RCP8.5)

and 1980–2005 (historical). Thus, for a given model, an

area of red indicates a collection of intensities that

will be less likely (in the vicinity of WDs) in the future

than it is now. Note that four models—those without

daily precipitation output—are excluded. We see that

all models agree that low- and medium-intensity

(i.e., ,10mmday21) events are to become less com-

mon in the RCP8.5 scenario as WDs fall in frequency

and intensity. However, models cannot agree on the fate

of high-intensity precipitation events; roughly half

project them to increase considerably, and the rest to

decrease considerably. This underscores the uncertainty

of CMIP5 models when used to assess extreme pre-

cipitation, particularly in regions of complex orog-

raphy. A more thorough treatment of such events

follows.

It is well known that western disturbances are largely

responsible for extreme events in the hydrological cycle

in Pakistan and northern India, from avalanches in the

Himalayan foothills to flooding in the downstream

plains. Unfortunately, the comparison of extreme events

in a current and future climate in Fig. 10 is hindered by

scarcity and noise. To continue with this analysis we

make use of the generalized extreme value theorem and

its associated distribution (see section 2d). The method

is as follows:

1) For a given model, extract the domain used for

earlier analysis (22.58–358N, 608–808E).

FIG. 10. Intermodel assessment of the change in winter (DJFM) precipitation attributable

to western disturbances. These are presented as ratios of the precipitation intensity histo-

grams for the 2075–2100 RCP8.5 and 1980–2005 historical periods, where attributable

precipitation is defined as having occurred within 800 km of an active WD in the domain

22.58–358N, 608–808E. See text for a description of the method.
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2) For each pixel therein, create a long time series of

annual maxima of daily winter (DJFM) precipitation

using historical data prior to 2005 and RCP8.5 data

thereafter.

3) Using a 51-yr window centered on 1975, fit the GEV

distribution to the histogram of maxima. Store the

values of precipitation corresponding to the cumula-

tive distribution at 0.9, 0.95, and 0.98. These are the

reference 10-, 20-, and 50-yr return values (hereinaf-

ter P10, P20, and P50).

4) For each year, using the samemethod to compute the

GEV distribution, calculate the quantile for each of

the reference values stored in the previous step.

5) For each model year, compute the mean of all values

over the domain.

Figure 11 shows how the return period of these refer-

ence values changes in a future climate, expressed as

multimodel medians with the interquartile range

marked. Also shown, with the respective dotted lines, is

the same computation but using only WD-attributable3

precipitation.

The return periods of P10, P20, and P50 are shown in

Fig. 11; all multimodel means undergo a statistically

significant increase in frequency over the course of the

RCP8.5-driven twenty-first century, reaching rates of 8,

15, and 30 yr21 respectively by 2075. For P20 and P50,

this change is also likely in the context of the multi-

model ensemble: at least two-thirds of the models

agree on the sign of change despite the rapidly in-

creasing intermodel variance toward the end of the

selected period.

The dotted line of each band represents the smoothed

multimodel mean for WD-attributable precipitation,

computed in the same way. For each of the selected

return periods there is a significant decline, again most

evident in the change in frequency of the 50-yr return

period events. With the same trend as the unattributed

precipitation, and with it falling within 1 standard de-

viation of its multimodel mean at each return period, we

cannot yet disentangle the changes to extreme pre-

cipitation and changes to extreme WD precipitation,

suggesting that they are both subject to the same forcing

(e.g., increased specific humidity). However, despite

these results, we must frame them in the context of

the general disagreement among models in Fig. 10, the

large intermodel variance seen toward the end of the

twenty-first century here, and the difficulty of GCMs in

representing extreme precipitation, particularly over

orography. As such, the fate of extreme precipitation

over this region remains uncertain.

Another feature of note in Fig. 11 is the maximum in

return period around 1980. A potential cause of this is

the trade-off between aerosol-dominated and green-

house gas–dominated forcings at the ends of the twen-

tieth and twenty-first centuries respectively. The

subtropical westerly jet is strongly affected by meridio-

nal gradients in upper-tropospheric temperature; in

aerosol-dominated forcing the Northern Hemisphere

FIG. 11. CMIP5 multimodel ensemble changes in the return

periods for the 50- (blue), 20- (green), and 10-yr (red) return values

for precipitation in 1975. This quantity was computed individually

for each model over the domain 608–808W, 22.58–358N, using a

rolling window of 51 yr (and thus the baseline value was computed

using model data from 1950 to 2000). For each return period,

multimodel means are given by the thick line, with the associated

shading denoting 61 standard deviation. The values for WD-

attributable rainfall are given by the dotted line. Further details of

the algorithm are given in the text.

3 As defined earlier, ‘‘WD attributable’’ naïvely means that an

event happened on a day in which a WD passed within 800 km.
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cools relative to the Southern Hemisphere, while the

reverse is true when GHG forcing dominates. Thus we

might expect behavior of the jet to have one trend at the

end of the twentieth century and the opposite toward the

end of the twenty-first century. In-depth analysis is be-

yond the scope of this study, but could be the subject of

future work.

4. Conclusions

Western disturbances are important synoptic-scale

systems that are responsible for most of the winter

precipitation (both climatological and extreme) over

Pakistan and northern India. An assessment of their

behavior and expected trends in the future climate sce-

narios of 24 CMIP5 models was performed here, using a

vortex-tracking algorithm that has been applied pre-

viously to reanalysis (Hunt et al. 2018b) and historical

CMIP5 simulations (Hunt et al. 2019). The potential

causes and implications of the changes to frequency and

structure were then explored.

The key findings are listed below.

d Observational data analyzed in previous studies have

found either a decline or no significant trend in

western disturbance frequency in the last 50 years.

This is accompanied by a slight decline in winter rainy

days in the region.
d All future experiments (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0,

RCP8.5) show a decline in annual WD frequency, of

increasing magnitude with stronger radiative forcing

in the more extreme RCPs. On average, the decline

amounts to about 10% over the next century. This

signal is strongest in pre- and postmonsoon months

but is still clear across the winter; models cannot agree

on the sign of the trend for June–August, however.

Almost all experiments show a significant reduction in

western disturbance intensity, amounting to about

12% in end-of-century RCP8.5 experiments.
d The decrease in WD frequency can be partially

attributed to changes (weakening and widening) in

the subtropical jet, as well as upstream baroclinic

vorticity tendency. The decrease in WD intensity can

be partially attributed both to these and to a reduction

in meridional shear, which reduces barotropic growth.
d There is no apparent change to the genesis or ly-

sis mechanisms of the WDs; however, the track

shortens, and there is subsequent weakening of the

vortex aloft.
d Mean winter precipitation over Pakistan and northern

India is expected to decline (by around 10%–20%),

for which the decline in WD activity is responsible.

This decline does not appear to affect the most severe

precipitation events, which are expected to slightly

increase in frequency, whether or not they are related

to WDs.

The work presented here indicates that there are several

key avenues for future work. First, event attribution

studies based on an observed case would be useful, for

example, to determine whether some recently observed

extreme WD is more or less likely to have occurred

under counterfactual conditions (i.e., the absence of

anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions). Second, fur-

ther analysis is needed to understand the interplay of

aerosol and GHG in shifting the subtropical jet in his-

torical and future periods, in particular addressing the

hypothesis raised in the analysis of Fig. 11.
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